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Gunnar is okay with being called a “personal trainer" when many in the coaching
profession are not. What titles/labels in your profession (or life) do you reject? Why?

Gunnar prioritizes creating a “great experience” for his clients over everything else. How
do you define a “great experience” for your "customers"? Would you say it’s your number
one priority or are there others above it?

How would you grade your consistency, clarity and timeliness on each of the following
communication mediums: email, text, and social media direct messages? How do you
choose which you prioritize?
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Success can be polarizing. When you see a colleague or friend get a promotion or make a
breakthrough, how do you respond internally and externally? Be honest.

What routines/habits help you create more balance between your work life and your home
life? Which habits/routines hurt that balance?

What systems do you have in place to protect or safeguard your schedule/time?
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Join us as we dive more deeply into what it takes to change attitudes, outcomes
& behaviors across a variety of world-class environments. Our guests include a
wide range of professionals ranging from coaching, law enforcement, scientists,

managers, military and entrepreneurs.

While I may originally be a strength and conditioning coach by trade- my work
now spans across the corporate realm, military setting and beyond. If you work
with people in any capacity and are fascinated by what makes them tick, this

show is for you!

Each episode is packed with tactical insights as we prioritize providing you with
key take-aways, instead mass produced "surface level" advice. Expect to be

challenged, expect to be surprised and expect to maybe find a few laughs along
the way as well.
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